4th Grade Nevada History Discussion Lesson
Topic: Nevada Native American Legends
Lesson Authors: Jen Kopal, Suzi Osborn, and Kacey Winn
Related Essential Questions: How do physical geography and natural resources
affect the settlement of people and the development of culture?
Related Nevada History Chapters: Ch.3
NV Social Studies Standards (Geography, Economics, Civics, History):
H3.4.2 Recognize that communities include people who have diverse ethnic
origins, customs, and traditions, and who make contributions to Nevada.
G6.4.3 Identify and describe the diversity and cultural traditions of Nevada‘s
people, i.e., Native Americans, Basque communities.
Social Studies Skills
 Demonstrate an understanding of chronology by recording events on a
timeline.
 Read tall tales/stories to enhance Nevada history.
 Begin to discuss historical perspectives.
Literacy Standards:
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.9
Compare and contrast the treatment of similar themes and topics (e.g., opposition of good
and evil) and patterns of events (e.g., the quest) in stories, myths, and traditional literature
from different cultures.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.2
Determine a theme of a story, drama, or poem from details in the text; summarize the text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RL.4.10
By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas, and poetry,
in the grades 4-5 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at the high
end of the range.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.4.3
Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear event sequences.
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CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.4.1
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and
teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4 topics and texts, building on others' ideas and
expressing their own clearly.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.4.2
Paraphrase portions of a text read aloud or information presented in diverse media and
formats, including visually, quantitatively, and orally.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.4.3
Identify the reasons and evidence a speaker provides to support particular points.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.4.1
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when
writing or speaking.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.4.2
Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation,
and spelling when writing.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.L.4.3
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or
listening.

Brief Overview of Lesson & Guiding Discussion Question: This lesson will cover
various Native American legends. These legends will be taught through a jigsaw.
Once the jigsaw is completed, students will create their own legend. The guiding
discussion questions for this lesson are: How does the legend enhance Nevada
History? How does the legend explain how something from nature came to be?
Identify how this is a diverse cultural tradition?
Brief Historical Background: Native Nevadans taught their children about their
culture through legends. These legends focused on important lessons and the
history of how things came to be.
Included Materials: Jigsaw seminar instructions, “Stone Mother” text, “The Theft
of Fire” text, “Coyote” text, “Why the North Star Stands Still” text, “The Origin of
People” text, Graphic Organizer, “3,2,1” worksheet, “Writing a Legend” cluster
worksheet, “Jigsaw Seminar Metacognitive Wrapper” worksheet, rubric for
legend
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Lesson Sequence:
1. Stone Mother video (Ralph Burns tells story in Paiute and English):
http://vimeo.com/42142534 . Stone Mother text whole class
2. Jigsaw
3. Writing a legend

Approximate
Time Frame

What is the teacher
doing?

DAY 1:
5-10 minutes

Monitoring/discussing
what a legend is once
the students have
finished reading.
Show video of Ralph
Burns telling story of
Stone Mother

15 minutes

20 minutes

DAY 2:
1 hour
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What are the
students doing?

Reading p. 62-63
in the Nevada
Our Home social
studies book.
Watching the
Stone Mother
video. Once
video is done,
complete 3,2,1
organizer
Stone Mother
Completing Stone
“Inquiry Chart” whole Mother “Inquiry
class
Chart”
Review previous day’s Read leveled
inquiry chart.
stories in groups.
Monitor
Focus on:
groups/facilitating
-main idea
groups as needed
-evidence
-interesting part

Notes (additional
scaffolds, logistical
considerations, room
arrangements,
grouping, etc.)
May read whole class,
partners, small group,
or individually
Students may write
down questions that
they have during video

Do this whole class to
model completion of
inquiry chart
Match students with
leveled texts
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DAY:3
45 minutes

Monitor groups

10 minutes

Answering any
questions that
students may have

DAY: 4-8
(5) one hour
sessions

Explain the writing
assignment.
-start with cluster, go
over with students.
Give time for them to
create and fill out.
-model portion and
monitor writing for
rough draft
-model portion and
monitor editing of
rough draft
- monitor final draft
-monitor
presentations

-completing their
portion of inquiry
chart
-5 minutes to
review previous
day’s work with a
partner
-discussing their
legend
-taking notes on
other legends
-discussing and
answering each
question on
inquiry chart
Complete “Jigsaw
Metacognitive
Wrapper”
worksheet
-create an idea
for a legend and
fill out cluster
worksheet.
-write rough
draft.
-peer edit legend.
-write final draft.
-present legend
to class.

Make sure there is at
least one person from
every legend in each
jigsaw group

Name:______________________
3-2-1
Stone Mother Video
3 Things You Found Out
1.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
3.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2 Interesting Things
1.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
2.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
1 Question You Still Have
1.____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
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Reflection & Self-Assessment
Reflect on your participation in the discussion. What did you do well? What will
you improve upon in future discussions?
Stating my points/claims clearly:

Using evidence from the text:

Using reasoning with my evidence to describe it in my own words:

Working with my partner:

Using eye contact:

Speaking loudly enough for my group to hear me:

Staying focused:

Listening and learning from the other side:

Helping the group to come to consensus:

Other:
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I would assess myself with a ________/25 for my participation in the discussion
today.
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Writing a Legend
Cluster (Teacher Copy)
Step 1 – The Setting:
Describe a happy, healthy village beneath a hill.

Step 2 – The Problem is.....
A dragon moves into a cave in the hill and begins to eat all the crops and livestock.

Step 3 – The failure to solve the problem
The villagers try to drive the dragon away – but his fiery breath drives them off and
burns the village.

Step 4 – Then a hero comes along....
The wise man is called in to help solve the problem.

Step 5 – And he has a plan.
The wise man has secretly been working on a liquid to put out fires.

Step 6 – And the Solution is found!
The wise man sneaks a barrel of his fire stopping fluid up to the dragon’s cave. In the
morning the dragon comes out and drinks it to save himself flying down to the river.
The fire in his belly is put out and the wise man drives off the dragon. He takes the
Dragon hoard and uses the treasure to rebuild the village.

Step 7 – The Happy Ending
The wise man takes the Dragon hoard and uses the treasure to rebuild the village.
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Step 1 – The Setting:

Step 2 – The Problem is.....

Step 3 – The failure to solve the problem

Step 4 – Then a hero comes along....

Step 5 – And he has a plan.

Step 6 – And the Solution is found!

Step 7 – The Happy Ending
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